
INTRODUCTION

The Indians of the once famous Catawba Nation, inhabiting the

upper waters of the river bearing their name in North and South

Carolina have been a center of interest for American linguists and
ethnologists for almost a century. It was Albert Gallatin who in

1836 first called attention to the peculiarities of Catawba and its

difference from neighboring languages, and who in the first attempt

to list American Indian tongues gave it an independent position.

In 1881 Dr. Albert S. Gatschet of the Bureau of American Eth-

nology discovered its relation with the Siouan languages which
was accepted by Mr. J. 0. Dorsey (See Powell, 7th Annual Report
Bureau of Ethnology, 1891), and rediscovered by Dr. A. F. Cham-
berlain (1886) 1

. Gatschet then devoted himself to the preparation of

a grammatical sketch of Catawba and a word list which was extended

by Dr. J. R. Swanton of the Bureau of American Ethnology. His
grammatical sketch appeared in the American Anthropologist, N. S.

Vol. 2, No. 3, 1900.

Nothing of particular note was then done upon the task of

analyzing Catawba until after 1910, when, by the turn of fate, the

language had neared the precipice of oblivion which it has now
practically reached. By this time Billy George, the last of the

Catawba men of the old regime who had helped Gatschet with his

study in 1881 had died, and the remaining members of the tribe who
were still conversant with the language were not rhetorically fluent

in their native idiom. My own first contact with a Catawba inform-

ant was in 1913 with Mrs. Samson Owl, who left the Catawba reser-

vation upon her marriage with a Cherokee and moved to the home of

the latter in the mountains of western North Carolina. A short collec-

tion of texts was taken byme from Mrs. Owl's dictation without prior

knowledge on my part of the grammatical structure of the language.

This material was published in 19132
. Dr. Swanton subsequently

visited the Catawba reservation in the interests of the Bureau of

American Ethnology and recorded grammatical and lexical material

1 Chamberlain, A. F., The Affinities of the Catawba Language. Toronto,
1888. He independently pronounced Catawba to be a branch of the Siouan
stock of languages.

2 Speck, F. G. Some Catawba Texts and Folk Lore. JAFL. Vol. XXVI,
No. CII, 1913.
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from several speakers of the language then living there1
. A trip was

also made by Dr. Michelson to interrogate sources on the reservation.

No other work was attempted with Mrs. Owl until my return to

her home in 1921 through funds supplied by the Bureau. These
were renewed in 1922 and 1923. Provision was also made at the

same time by the Bureau to include text recording from Margaret

Brown, who was then living on the Catawba reservation, and her

daughter Sally (Mrs. Gordon). In 1928 the Council of Learned
Societies made an appropriation to continue this important task

to 1931, as occasion arose for me to undertake it during spare time

available from University duties. The results of these periods of

work are now made available in collected form to remain as a

foundation for grammatical analysis of a now defunct Siouan

language. The texts are marked with the individuality in style

and fluency of their narrators. I shall mention some of these varied

qualities later. To identify them, the narratives in the collection

are numbered byRoman numeral references indicated in parentheses

following the titles

:

I. Mrs. Samson Owl (nee Susan Harris) living at Cherokee,

North Carolina, aged 83 in 1930, narrator of 21 tales. She
was born at the mouth of Sugar (Sugeree) Creek on Catawba
River above the Catawba reservation, York County, South
Carolina.

II. Mrs. Margaret Wiley Brown of the Catawba Nation who
spent her life on the reservation, and died in 1922 at the

age of 85, narrator of 33 texts.

Mrs. Brown said that among the older people she was known
when a young girl by the Indian sobriquet of E'ntinv hrnowa",
"Anthony's daughter". Her father was a very old man when he
died, as she thought, in about 1845. He bore the marks of smallpox^
evidence of his being a victim of the epidemic of 1800. Mrs Brown
through him had her bringing-up under circumstances which should
have left her a far deeper memory heritage of native institutions

had she been a woman of better mentality.

III. Mrs. Sally Gordon, (nee Sally Brown), daughter of Margaret
Brown (II) of the Catawba reservation, born 1865, narrator
of 62 texts.

IV. Sam Brown, son of Margaret Brown (II) who, although
not responsible for complete text dictations, rendered in-

valuable service by interpreting and acting as personnel
manager of his women folk, born 1873.

1 Swanton, J. R. Catawba Notes, Journal of the Washington Academy of
Sciences, Vol. VIII, No. 19, 1918.
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It is apparent from findings for which Dr. Swanton should be
credited, that Catawba with Woccon and the dialects of Chicora

and Duhare, falls into a southern subdivision of languages and
dialects within the larger southeastern Siouan grouping, as the

latter was proposed and defined by James Mooney of the Bureau
of American Ethnology in 1894. This leaves Tutelo and Saponi,

with other Siouan tongues spoken in that part of the southeastern

area from North Carolina through the Virginia plateau region, to

form a northern subdivision of the southeastern Siouan idioms.

These conclusions are outlined with contributory evidence in

several separate articles by Dr. Swanton1 and myself 2
.

While the literary merit of the Catawba tales and narratives may
indeed be low, the same cannot be said of the historical or philo-

logical value ofthe dictations. No more specimens of Catawba speech

may henceforth be hoped for from native sources. Regrettable as

the circumstances are, the fact remains that scarcely a score of

Catawba terms, and these at best badly pronounced, could be

recorded from the one hundred remaining members of the tribe now
living on and around the reservation. The language is gone..

Texts dictated by Indian narrators are inevitably much like other

classes of spontaneous literary product in their arrangement of

thought, the choice of subject, the scope of ideas and in their fullness

or meagerness of expression. Much depends upon the personality

of the narrator. And some of them dictate with deliberation and
clearness. In groups where it is possible to choose individuals to

serve as dictating informants some consideration can be given to

their qualities of intellect and power of expression. This was not

possible in the case of the Catawba, since there have been but four

persons living during the period of my investigation who were

capable of expressing themselves in their native tongue. Three of

them were women, one a man, which circumstance might ordinarily

be expected to have been of advantage in recording the last echoes

of a dying speech, inasmuch as women are better talkers and better

versed in the knowledge which the ethnologist desires to preserve.

But of the three, two, Margaret Wiley Brown and her daughter,

Sally Brown Gordon, happened to be women of unusually low in-

telligence. In recording information of this character from native

dictation one often finds himself dealing with individuals endowed
with qualities really intellectual, so far as unsophisticated groups

1 Swanton, J. R. New Light on the Early History of the Siouan Peoples,

Journal of the Washington Academy of Sciences, Vol. 13, No. 3, 1923.
2 Speck, F. G. The Possible Siouan Identity of the Words Recorded from

Francisco of Chicora on the South Carolina Coast. Journal of theWashington
Academy of Sciences, Vol. 14, No. 13, 1924.
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can nurture such qualities, and still more often with those who are

extremely intelligent. But truth compelsme to confess that Margaret

Brown fell into neither of these catagories. This condition had its

effect upon the text narratives recorded from her.

Mrs. Susan Harris Owl, although an exception to the foregoing

classification, was handicapped from the ethnological angle of

estimate by extreme religious prejudices. And as for Sam Brown,

my only male narrator, who realized his inability to dictate fluently,

hehad the good sense to act in the capacity of mediator. Without his

aid his mother and sister would have been incoherent. I may even

go so far as to ascribe the success of text recording during the last

three years largely to his help, so admirably did he manage the

task of focusing the attention of his sister upon our work. Circum-

stances like those outlined seldom confront the linguist studying in

the field. And it is better that they be mentioned in the intro-

duction in order that due allowance be made in estimating the

character of Catawba thought and its expression as well, as they

come to light in the texts that follow. Personally, it is my own
feeling that the characteristics of staccato style and poorly

united expression, so apparent in the narratives, are typical of

Catawba thought complexes covering a period of at least fifty

years. I reach this conclusion after an examination of the linguistic

material recorded by Dr. Gatchet in the 80's, from the standard of

which my material seems not to have deviated to any considerable

extent. And in addition it may be noted that his major informant

was Billy George, then an extremely old man whose memory
went back into the early part of the 1 9th century to a period when
the morale of the tribe and presumably the spirit of the language

could not have been affected detrimentally by contact with English-

speaking Europeans. In support of this supposition it should also

be added that my three women informants had spoken the language

continuously and, it is claimed, fluently in their younger days when
there were still a number of older people whose constant habit was

to speak Catawba. Nevertheless a strong impression is gained by
close analysis of the style and the composition of the texts offered

here that their experience with the language, if not their memory
of it, had been seriously affected for the worse. To the student of

Siouan languages there is nothing strange in the lack of clarity, in

the ambiguity of reference in direct and indirect discourse, in the

references to person characterizing its verbal morphology. Yet to me
these weaknesses, defects perhaps, are more than usually conspicuous

in Catawba. It may be archaism; it may be due to collapse. Biloxi

impresses me as being open to approach from a similar angle.
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With the introduction of schooling upon the Catawba reservation,

hardly more than a generation ago, has come a momentous change

in the conditions of culture. The younger Indians are a different

people from those of even their parents' generation. They possess

practically no knowledge of the native tales and traditions which
made animal life and nature in general so mysterious to their

ancestors. Indeed they had no interest in the treasures of a literary

heritage until my coming among them. Only in the minds of about

a dozen of those ther over fifty years of age, who were still illiterate,

was there a residuum of native belief to differentiate their attitude

toward the world from that of the modern prosaic school-children

who know that the sun does not move majestically across the sky,

that the comet can not by any flash of the imagination be that

great hero of mythology, Ugni, falling from the rope that he stretched

to the realm above to carry him and his mother there, that the

whippoorwill does not refrain from uttering his spring call until the

lady's slipper has blossomed so that he can use it for his hat, that

the saying regarding the little wild dwarfs inhabiting the old

Catawba village ruins are mere superstitions. For the older people

referred to the only source of education was the lore of their forbears,

a picturesque and highly imaginative body of learning with the

characteristics of classical creative explanation which has yielded

place to the universal facts of the primary school text book. In

consequence the young, though literate, have lost the charm of

personality, and even the outlook on the world that marks the

mentality of their elders. Unfortunate anomalies ! It is, however,
no place to carry such comparisons further. There would be no
occasion to speak of them were it not for the need of a few comments
upon the estimable simple and affectionate elderly persons who
unconsciously through ignorance of school teachings have preserved
for us the fragments of age-old Catawba nature-reasoning that

appear in these pages. To them the animal heroes are still the ancient

terrible ones (ddpd-)", as the syllables imply (the same in Biloxi).

Ugni and the sky-rope has Siouan analogies; but aside from this

there are few tales to connect Catawba types with those beyond
the southeastern frontier.

The Catawba texts, a last feeble voice from the grave of a defunct
native culture of the southeast, are presented with a certain after-

sense of satisfaction, not caused by the manner in which they are

handled but in having had the opportunity to preserve them for

future students of human achievement in its simpler phases.

The ethnological material embodied in the texts, together
with what was directly recorded and observed during my period
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of residence with the tribe as work went on, is reserved for separate

handling in a subsequent memoir.
The widespread custom in North America of restraint against

reciting tales in summer times lest snakes overhear and punish

the tellers by lying in wait and biting them is varied in Catawba
in the following manner.

We learn here that to narrate after dark is to invite annoyance
from snakes. Should a snake hear a person relating tales it will

lie in wait in the path to bite him or her. The same danger applies

to telling stories in the summer, but this ruling is not so strictly

observed as that covering day and night yarning.

Finally we may consider old Bob Harris's statement of how it was
understood by the Catawba of a generation ago that story-telling

was intended to develop the mind, to make children think, to teach

them the ways of life. It gave them, he says, something to think

about ; otherwise they would lack the means of developing their

minds through the experiences recounted of others concerning

human beings and animals.



EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS FOR SOUNDS USED IN THE
TEXTS.

Consonants

p, 6. bilabial

t, d, alveolar dental

k, g, medial palatal

In the above series the surds and sonants are generally fully

distinguishable from each other. When aspiration is as strong as it is

following the corresponding English stops, it is so marked, p*, t*, kc
.

s as in English.

r weak anterior palatal trill, similar to Spanish r, soft, the contact

period not being distinguishable. In Catawba this sound is not

confused with d.

tc affricative like English ch in much.

ts apical affricative, not a common sound.

m, n, as in English, when weakly aspirated so indicated, as

m', n c
.

rj palatal n.
c breath release or aspiration following stop or vowel.
* glottal stop, medium in strength.

h clear open breath

.

Vowels

a, medium as in English father.

i, short open as i in English pin.

v, short closed as English ee.

o, medium short, often confused with a and a.

o', longer than the preceding with lip closure, sometimes heard as u.

o as o in German voll. Not a common sound but occurring when
-owa coalesces to -o. ? same nasalized.

u, medium short, similar to oo in English spoon.

e, short open, similar to e in English met.

a, short obscure open vowel.

a, short open, similar to English u in sun.

%> & h <?> %•> nazalized vowels.

Nasalization tends to lengthen vowels. When followed by the

glottal stop they suffer shortening perceptibly. Syllables areoccasion-

ally recorded without either when so heard in dictation.

As noted also by Gatschet vowels tend to be short.

Stress accent, marked by ', is important. Syllables not accented

are pronounced with the word preceding them.

> denotes rhetoricallengthening of vowels
, + denotes prolongation

.

The symbol' indicates along, accented vowel.
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Consonant groupings
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groupings labialized forms, with which they may be historically

related in Siouan phonetic development.

Some aids to the reading and handling of the texts, though not

intended to state phonetic laws as yet, are as follows.

The variability of vowel pronunciation does not dissolve with

the accumulation of dictated material. They seem rather to show
motility of e and i (v), a and a, o and u as coordinates in a series.

Rhetorical variance may possibly be due to influence of surrounding

sounds, too irregularly controlled by the living informants to per-

mit construction of laws of use at the present time. Consequently

variances will be found in recording, such as wv'p&re, (19.5) we'bvre,

we'bdre "catch" (22.11); mi', (25.6), me "only, self," and the like.

For yap, "tree, wood" Gatschet records ya
f

p, yo'p, and ye*p,

as sounds that "permute or interchange among themselves."

Neither nasalization of vowels nor the frequency of the glottal

catch can be ignored in Catawba, as did Gatschet, to render the

pronunciation of isolated terms in the reading of the texts in-

telligible to native ears. I have experienced this difficulty during

the process of checking up with my informants previously recorded

forms, both my own and those of other recorders of Catawba.
Nasalization of consonants gives a series nd, in which either

element, n or d, becomes so weak as to approach the mute, i.e., dape?

"one", or nape". Also mb, mp, may be a strong labial, heard as b,

preceded by nasalized vowel. Where m was audible it was indicated,

accounting for variances \ pi', i'mpr "fire".

c (English sh) occurs inafew words, itsraritywas notedby Gatschet.

%, surd palatal spirant, was at first occasionally heard, and so

written; but proved to be variant of c
k. Gatschet recorded it as

infrequent, but his examples were not intelligible when read to

informants. (He gives ta%tcide, "kindle up", in place of wa^katcvde.)

The glottal stop (voiceless) is indeed an important sound in Cataw-

ba. Itseems to havebeen entirely ignoredby Gatschetandunderestim-
atedby others who have added to theCatawba material. So frequent

isthesound that Imayhave overlooked itperhaps more than I realized.

Sentence formation and the grouping of syllables into words are

largely arbitrary, being based upon sense and meaning and pauses

in pronunciation. Sentences in the translations correspond to those

in the Indian text.

The spacing ofword elements and articles in the texts is notmade
uniform. Irregularities follow the manner in which they were com-
bined or separated by pauses in dictation and by accentuation.

Brackets,
[ ], appearing in the interlinear translations are syno-

nyms or explanations added to clarify meaning.
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